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ABSTRACT

Information retrieval systems are evolving from document retrieval

to answer retrieval. Web search logs provide large amounts of

data about how people interact with ranked lists of documents,

but very little is known about interaction with answer texts. In

this paper, we use Amazon Mechanical Turk to investigate three

answer presentation and interaction approaches in a non-factoid

question answering setting. We find that people perceive and react

to good and bad answers very differently, and can identify good

answers relatively quickly. Our results provide the basis for further

investigation of effective answer interaction and feedback methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Classic information retrieval (IR) systems aim to return a list of

relevant documents on a search engine result page (SERP). This

type of presentation is often described as łten blue linksž, because

users typically need to click on the ranked results and be redirected

to the documents. Modern search engines have paid attention to

search results diversification [3, 21] and heterogeneous content pre-

sentation [29]. Recently, several works have focused on retrieving

extractive answers instead of documents [11, 18, 35, 37, 38]. Indus-

trial examples include Google’s featured snippets,1 which display a

potential answer extracted from the top search result.

If search engines can return a list of potential answers rather

than documents, it is essential to study the most effective way to

present these answers and interact with users. Specifically, this

research question should be emphasized in non-factoid question

answering (QA) systems. This is because non-factoid QA poses

unique challenges to answer presentation and interaction as it

1 https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/6229325
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requires several answer sentences or passages, instead of simple

entity-based answers as in factoid QA.

User interaction with SERPs has been widely studied using

search logs that contain clicks and query reformulations [2, 23].

Furthermore, other works focus on interaction and feedback meth-

ods for document retrieval by studying real users instead of search

logs [12, 13]. However, fine-grained presentation and interaction

processes with answers have rarely been investigated in previous

work. Additional information is needed from observing what con-

stitutes a good answer when users provide fine-grained and precise

feedback, instead of simply indicating whether the answer is rele-

vant or not. We believe that studying fine-grained user interaction

and feedback can lead to more effective answer finding, as well as

having an impact on the design of conversational search systems.

In this work, we investigate three answer presentation and in-

teraction approaches (Line by Line, Passage Highlight, and Passage

Highlighting with Suggested Words) to understand how people

perceive good and bad answers. The Line by Line setting reveals a

potential answer passage one line at a time and observes people’s

reactions as they go through the passage. The Passage Highlight

setting presents the full passage, and instructs users to highlight

important words that make them believe the passage is a good or

bad answer. The third setting is built upon the second one, and

includes some suggested words emphasized with special styles.

We hired crowdsourcing workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk

(MTurk)2 to conduct the experiments. Based on these fine-grained

experiments, we find that people perceive good answers and bad

answers very differently, which could lead to more effective rele-

vance feedback schemes. For example, people do not hesitate to

rate a bad answer, but they can be severe on the answer quality

judgments even in some cases where the passage is the answer.

Another finding is that people’s initial impressions of answer qual-

ity are usually correct, and they become more and more confident

about answer quality as they go through the answer. In addition,

we investigate the relation between answer quality and QA text

similarity and find that they are not always correlated.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows. (1) We conduct

one of the first fine-grained analyses on answer presentation and

interaction in a non-factoid QA setting. (2) We provide an empirical

analysis to answer an important research question: is answer quality

related to QA text similarity? Our findings can be used to design

a more interactive IR system that emphasizes answer retrieval. In

addition, our work also has implications for conversational search,

since it is essentially a multi-turn interaction process.

2 RELATED WORK

User Interaction andRelevance Feedback. Relevance feedback [4,

8, 12, 15, 39] is an important and early interactive method in IR

systems. In practice, pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) [6, 14, 16]

2 https://www.mturk.com/



is widely used. It assumes that top-ranked documents are relevant

and thus can be used for query expansion. In contrast to PRF, some

approaches focus on explicit interactions with the user [1, 7, 13, 17].

This work builds on these early papers and focuses on explicit and

fine-grained user interaction with answers. Our methods could be

especially useful when the interaction bandwidth is limited, such

as in mobile search and conversational search.

Answer Retrieval. IR systems are evolving from document

retrieval to answer retrieval. Substantial work has been done in

factoid QA [9, 22, 34, 37, 38], community QA [10, 24, 24, 25, 32, 33],

and non-factoid QA [5, 11, 18, 35]. All these works focus on finding

effective methods for answer retrieval. However, even the most

effective method can occasionally fail to find the answers. In that

case, it is essential to employ user interaction and feedback methods

to retrieve the answer in an iterative manner. In this work, we study

answer presentation and interaction techniques in a non-factoid

QA setting, as an essential complement to answer retrieval models.

Information-seekingConversations. An information-seeking

conversation typically involves multiple turns of interaction and

information exchange between an information seeker and provider.

Radlinski and Craswell [20] described a theoretical framework for

conversational search and desirable properties in such systems. In

addition, several works [19, 26, 27, 30, 31] observed and studied

information-seeking conversations between humans and addressed

different facets of such interactions. Finally, conversational rec-

ommendation [40] and response ranking [36] have been explored

under this multi-turn interaction setting.

3 OUR APPROACH

3.1 Overview

We conduct an observational study of how people perceive answer

quality under different interactive settings. This can help us identify

effective methods for answer presentation and interaction. In this

task, people are given a question and a short passage. The passage

may or may not be a good answer to the question.3 We present

the answer passage in three ways, namely, Line by Line, Passage

Highlight, and Passage Highlighting with Suggested Words. These

settings are designed to obtain fine-grained user feedback to test

various answer presentation and interaction methods.

3.2 Line by Line

In this setting, the answer passage is presented line by line. One line

is typically one sentence. At each line, we instruct the annotators

to give a rating of how confident they are that the passage is or

contains a good answer to the question. This rating is based on the

current line and previous lines. Lines that follow the current line

are hidden. The confidence rating is provided on a scale of -2 to 2:

• -2: Confident this passage is not an answer to the question.

• -1: Believe that this passage might not be an answer.

• 0: Not sure yet.

• 1: Believe that the passage might be an answer to the question.

• 2: Confident this passage is an answer to the question.

This setting is designed to observe the evaluation of answer quality

as people go through a potential answer.

3 łGoodž refers to good quality. Verifying the facts in the passages is not required.

3.3 Passage Highlight

In this setting, we present the full answer passages and instruct the

annotators to highlight positive and negative words or phrases in

the passage (sentences are not encouraged). The positive words are

those that help to convince the annotators that the passage is a good

answer. For example, these words may present a specific answer

or introduce key arguments. In contrast, the negative words make

the annotators feel the answer is of bad quality. For example, these

words can be indicators of irrelevant issues, or may reveal that the

answer providers are uncertain about their answers. Annotators are

instructed to highlight complete words only. At least one highlight

for each passage needs to be made for a successful submission.

Figure 5 gives an illustration for the highlighting interface.4 In

addition, annotators are asked to give a rating on overall answer

quality. The answer quality can be chosen on a scale of 0 to 2:

• 0: It is not an answer to the question.

• 1: It is an answer to the question, but not of good quality.

• 2: It is a good answer to the question.

This setting is designed to obtain fine-grained feedback on answer

quality evaluation and observe rating agreement.

The main challenge of this setting is to quantify annotators’

agreement on highlights. Although the annotators are instructed

to highlight whole words only, they sometimes highlight partial

words. So first, the character-level highlights need to be transformed

into word-level highlights. Then a consistency rule is applied to

highlight all occurrences of a word if this word is highlighted by

the annotator. This rule is not applicable to stop words. Then the

next step is transforming the highlighted passage into a string by

denoting the highlighted words as ł1ž with others as ł0ž. In this

way the agreement of highlights can be cast into a string similarity

problem. The overlap coefficient [28] is used to tackle this problem:

overlap(H1, H2) =
|H1 ∩ H2 |

min( |H1 |, |H2 |)
(1)

where H1 and H2 are string representations of highlights from two

annotators. This method can compute agreement among multiple

annotators. However, since complete agreement with more than

two annotators is rare due to the open style of the task, only pair-

wise agreement is computed. The largest value among all pairwise

agreements is considered as the agreement for this QA pair. We

adopt this setting because perceptions and highlights of answer

key words are highly subjective.

3.4 Passage Highlighting with SuggestedWords

This setting is very similar to the previous setting. The only dif-

ference is that we mark some suggested words in the passage for

the annotators’ reference. These suggested words are marked in

bold font and blue color to draw user attention. Figure 5 gives an

example of the highlighting interface. The suggested words meet

one of the following criteria: (1) Words that start with a capital let-

ter, such as acronyms or proper nouns. Words that start a sentence

have been excluded. (2) Words that have the top five tf-idf value

in this passage. Idf values are computed with a Wikipedia dump

(date: 20180520). The annotators understand that they do not have

to keep to the suggested words. This setting is designed to compare

reactions with and without the suggested words.

4 The words in blue are marked for the next setting. They are in black in this setting.
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